U.S. Bank
One Card with fleet
One card. One process. One solution
for all employee expenses.
You need a simpler way to manage all employee purchasing that helps
minimize costs while maximizing efficiency.
The U.S. Bank One Card with fleet is the answer. It offers a total expense
management solution that combines fleet fuel and maintenance,
employee travel and purchasing capabilities.
With the One Card with fleet, you get a single integrated process for
managing all employee expenses that saves both time and money.
It lets you:
• Automate payment and reconciliation processes
• Simplify administrative tasks and maximize cost savings
• R
 educe paperwork including travel requests, purchase orders,
invoices and cheques
• Improve cash flow with cycle-based payments

Powerful management and reporting tools
Log on to U.S. Bank Access® Online any time, day or night, to manage
your account in real time, securely and conveniently. Using our powerful
proprietary online tools, you can:
• Set up or cancel card accounts
• Update cardholder information and adjust spending limits
• Review and dispute transactions
• Pull reports based on a variety of metrics

Gain control over your purchasing program
Each U.S. Bank One Card with fleet can be configured to operate as a fleet card, a travel
expense card, a general purchasing card — or a combination of the three.
The unique combination of flexibility and control allows you to customize functionality
and spending limits, assign cards to specific employees or vehicles, restrict designated
merchant types, and so much more.
When used as a fleet card, you can even require drivers to enter a vehicle number, driver
number or odometre reading to authorize transactions.

Access robust data and reporting
The U.S. Bank One Card with fleet gives you total visibility to all employee spending across
all categories.
Whether a card is used for fleet, travel, or purchasing, you can then review the data using
the customizable reporting functions found in Access Online.

U.S. Bank One Card with fleet offers:

Which means:

No annual card fees

There are no hidden charges, enhancing cost efficiency

Worldwide acceptance

Your employees can use it for business purchases
anywhere Mastercard® is accepted

Liability waiver protection

You’re protected against card fraud or misuse up to
CAN $100,000 per cardholder

Flexible spending controls

Out-of-policy spending is reduced and policy
compliance is improved

Comprehensive spend data capture

You can pull detailed, integrated spending reports
based on a range of metrics to aid program
management and supplier negotiations

Flexible integration with financial systems

Inefficient manual processes such as data entry and
filing are eliminated

Redefining payments for today’s business
From commercial cards to program management tools to innovative
payment technologies, we offer organizations the solutions they need to
cut costs, manage expenses and supplier payments, and operate more
efficiently. For more information, please contact us at 866.274.5898,
intouchwithus@usbank.com or visit usbankcanada.com.
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